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INTRODUCTION
ReminderX is a to-do, reminder application created by founders Vera
and Jorge. ReminderX is available on Apple and Android devices, and it easily
allows users to create alerts and lists for upcoming events. The success of
the initial launch of ReminderX has allowed Vera and Jorge to expand their
horizons: They do not want an ordinary to-do application. The next release
of ReminderX will to grow the application’s functions and provide users with
unique time management features.

OBJECTIVES
The research conducted will accomplish the following objectives:
• Simulate the user’s journey to assess functionality and ease of use

		 when adding a reminder

• Simulate the user’s journey to assess functionally and ease of use

		 when creating a list

• Clarify user controls as needed:
• Review application usage for removal of unnecessary controls
• Review application usage for addition of omitted controls
• Discover friction points in the application
• Discover positive aspects of the application
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LOGISTICS
Research will be conducted November 22nd and 23rd both in
person and online. Online sessions will occur with three Skype meetings
and materials emailed to each participant. Users will be directed with the
materials enclosed in this document and feedback will be recorded as
users talk through the process. In-person sessions will occur in two sessions
with two groups of students. These sessions will be directed with materials
enclosed with the facilitator leading each meeting.

TEST PARTICIPANTS
Test participants will be chosen from two groups: students and
professionals. Eight students will be selected from using the criteria enclosed.
The three professionals have confirmed availability to complete Skype
session.
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PARTICIPANT CRITERIA
Student Participants
Participants have been chosen using the criteria below:
Criterion

Details

Sample size

8 Students across two classes

Age

18 - 21

Academic Progress

Mixed academic progress:
Students with straight A’s may bias the results as they
could be very organized or not at all, with a tendency
towards natural drive and determination. These students
may not need lists or reminders.
Similarly, students with poorly performing students may
use no lists or reminders. The assumption is they are not
organized, however they may be unsuccessfully organizing
information.
Varied educational backgrounds: home schooled,
technical school, public school, and previous college
experience.

Motivation

To maintain GPA
Graduate regardless of GPA
Lessen anxiety and stress caused by deadlines
Raise GPA
Improve time management skills
Improve cognitive skills

Mobile Device

Android and Apple devices

Technological Skill set

Skilled users as well as those who use their phones in a
limited capacity.
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SCREEN-OUT CRITERIA
Criterion

Details

Academic Progress

Are you currently failing one ore more classes with no desire
to improve your GPA? If yes, thank and terminate.

Are you uninterested in improving your academic
performance? If yes, thank and terminate.

Anxiety Management

Are you uninterested in exploring methods to lessen time
management related anxiety? If yes, thank and terminate.

Time Management

Do you feel your current time management system is
sufficient for your needs? If yes, thank and terminate.

Organization Skills

Are you uninterested in using your mobile device as an
organizational tool? If yes, thank and terminate.
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PARTICIPANT CRITERIA
Professional Participants
Participants have been chosen using the criteria below:
Criterion

Details

Sample size

3 professionals

Age

24 - 56

Professional Status

Employed professionals across a variety of fields
Full time or part-time employment

Education Level

Completion of some college
Associates degree
Bachelor’s degree

Living Situation

Own or rent home by self or with others
Do not live with parents or in a dormitory

Motivation

Organize tasks, appointments, or items
Improve time management skills
Aid in everyday tasks:
Grocery lists
Work schedules
Appointments
Reminders and alerts for activities

Mobile Device

Android and Apple devices

Technological Skill set

Skilled users as well as those who use their phones in a
limited capacity.
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SCREEN-OUT CRITERIA
Criterion

Details

Academic Progress

Are you currently failing one ore more classes with no desire
to improve your GPA? If yes, thank and terminate.

Are you uninterested in improving your academic
performance? If yes, thank and terminate.

Anxiety Management

Are you uninterested in exploring methods to lessen time
management related anxiety? If yes, thank and terminate.

Time Management

Do you feel your current time management system is
sufficient for your needs? If yes, thank and terminate.

Organization Skills

Are you uninterested in using your mobile device as an
organizational tool? If yes, thank and terminate.
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SCENARIOS
Student Participants - Reminders
Scenarios, probe questions, and intended paths
Scenario

Details

Setup

Facilitator Script:
You are in class after missing several important project
deadlines.
There are fifteen other students in the classroom and the
instructor is assigning a new project, giving the following
instructions aloud:
Skyline Postcard Project
Two color design
Three separate cities
Sign up for your project cities on Google Docs Sheet
Due Wednesday, November 30th
Print on card stock

Motivations

The stress level of missing deadlines and upcoming projects must be
included. Students must understand desire to do well and increase
their grade.

Tasks

I would like you to do the following:
Create a new reminder for the assignment.
Primary Path:
Click “New” to add new reminder.
Add pertinent information.
Confirm.
Alternate Path:
Click “Express Add” to add new reminder.
Enter Name, time, date.
Confirm

Questions

Did the application contain the appropriate fields for your
needs?
What functions do you immediately need to access?
What areas of the application confused or frustrated you?
What areas of the application were helpful?
Are there any forgotten functions you wish to add?
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Student Participants - Lists
Scenarios, probe questions, and intended paths
Scenario

Details

Setup

Facilitator Script:
Using the same situation, please create a list of project
requirement.
As a reminder:
Skyline Postcard Project
Two color design
Three separate cities
Sign up for your project cities on Google Docs Sheet
Due Wednesday, November 30th
Print on card stock

Motivations

The stress level of missing key requirements must be included.
Facilitator should slowly review the requirements.

Tasks

I would like you to do the following:
Create a new list for the assignment.
Primary Path:
Click “New” to add new list..
Add pertinent information.
Confirm.
Alternate Path:
Click “Express Add” to add new list..
Enter Name, time, date.
Confirm

Questions

Did the application contain the appropriate fields for your
needs?
What functions do you immediately need to access?
What areas of the application confused or frustrated you?
What areas of the application were helpful?
Are there any forgotten functions you wish to add?
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SCENARIOS
Professional Participants - Reminders
Scenarios, probe questions, and intended paths
Scenario

Details

Setup

Facilitator Script:
You are at the doctor’s office scheduling your next
appointment. You must check if you have any other
appointments that day, as well as create a reminder for the
upcoming appointment.
Doctor Jones
2:30pm
Greentree office
Bring prescriptions

Motivations

Scheduling the appointment while ensuring there are no conflicts with
other errands or appointments.

Tasks

I would like you to do the following:
Create a new reminder for the appointment.
Primary Path:
Click “New” to add new reminder.
Add pertinent information.
Confirm.
Alternate Path:
Click “Express Add” to add new reminder.
Enter Name, time, date.
Confirm

Questions

Did the application contain the appropriate fields for your
needs?
What functions do you immediately need to access?
What areas of the application confused or frustrated you?
What areas of the application were helpful?
Are there any forgotten functions you wish to add?
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Professional Participants - Lists
Scenarios, probe questions, and intended paths
Scenario

Details

Setup

Facilitator Script:
After forgetting your shopping list one too many times, you
decide to find an application to help with the process of
shopping.
You want to create a list with the following items;
Eggs
Milk
Bread
Cheese
Shampoo
Conditioner

Motivations

The frustrating process of forgetting one’s list, especially once at the
store is the motivation.

Tasks

I would like you to do the following:
Create a new list.
Primary Path:
Click “New” to add new list..
Add pertinent information.
Confirm.
Alternate Path:
Click “Express Add” to add new list..
Enter Name, time, date.
Confirm

Questions

Did the application contain the appropriate fields for your
needs?
What functions do you immediately need to access?
What areas of the application confused or frustrated you?
What areas of the application were helpful?
Are there any forgotten functions you wish to add?
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TEST SCHEDULE
Student Participants
Testing Schedule - Group A
November 22nd

Time

Details

8:55AM

Begin session with Group A
Pass out testing materials
Facilitator Script:
Use the following set of screens to complete the task. Feel
free to make any notes necessary on the test materials.
Please note areas which are easy to use, difficult to use, or
confusing. There are two sets of materials for this sessions,
so do not worry about writing on the materials.

9:00AM

Begin testing with script on page 10.

9:25AM

Conclude reminder portion of user testing.
Begin testing with script on page 11.

9:50AM

Conclude list portion of user testing.
Collect all test materials.
Facilitator Script:
Thank you very much for your input and the time you have
spent to aid us with this project. You insights are extremely
valuable.
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Student Participants
Testing Schedule - Group B

November 22nd

Time

Details

10:45AM

Begin session with Group A
Pass out testing materials
Facilitator Script:
Use the following set of screens to complete the task. Feel
free to make any notes necessary on the test materials.
Please note areas which are easy to use, difficult to use, or
confusing. There are two sets of materials for this sessions,
so do not worry about writing on the materials.

10:50AM

Begin testing with script on page 10.

11:15AM

Conclude reminder portion of user testing.
Begin testing with script on page 11.

11:40AM

Conclude list portion of user testing.
Collect all test materials.
Facilitator Script:
Thank you very much for your input and the time you have
spent to aid us with this project. You insights are extremely
valuable.
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TEST SCHEDULE
Professional Participants
Testing - Remote
November 23rd

Time

Details

Angela: 9:00AM

Begin session
Verify participants have received and printed out the test
materials.

Samantha: 3:00PM

Each participant has verified the ability to print two copies of test materials while
scheduling testing sessions.

Vicky: 4:00PM

Facilitator Script:
Use the following set of screens to complete the task. Feel
free to make any notes necessary on the test materials.
Please note areas which are easy to use, difficult to use, or
confusing. There are two sets of materials for this sessions,
so do not worry about writing on the materials.

Angela: 9:05AM
Samantha: 3:00PM
Vicky: 4:05PM

Begin testing with script on page 12.

Angela: 9:30AM

Conclude reminder portion of user testing.

Samantha: 3:30PM

Begin testing with script on page 13.

Vicky: 4:30PM

Angela: 9:55AM
Samantha: 3:55PM
Vicky: 4:55PM

Conclude list portion of user testing.
Collect all test materials.
Facilitator Script:
Thank you very much for your input and the time you have
spent to aid us with this project. You insights are extremely
valuable.
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TEST MATERIALS
Print and photocopy materials for each test participants.
Email test materials for remote participants.
Dropbox links are also available.
Verify participants have two copies of the test materials before beginning
each session.
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Name:
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Name:

Date:
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Name:

Date:

reminderX View Reminder
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Name:

reminderX View List

Date:
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Task

Participant:

Timestamp

Observation

Date of test

Usability Test Report

Category
(Error, success…)

Severity
(1 - 5)

Task

Timestamp

Observation

Usability Test Report
Category
(Error, success…)

Severity
(1 - 5)

